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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

FROM THE CHAIRPERSON’S DESK

G. ARUNIMA

T

his is the inaugural issue of our newsletter, and we hope to give
our readers a flavour of the KCHR; its different activities; our fine
library and its holdings; and our growing body of digitally accessible
research material. In normal circumstances, writing a note such as
this would have filled me with great joy, yet it is difficult to ignore
the challenges of these extraordinary, pandemic ridden, times. Like
all our readers, we too hope that this crisis will pass soon, and that
we could resume normal activities that would help restore to us
the joys of reading and researching. In the meanwhile, KCHR has
made special efforts to overcome such difficulties and continue
with as many of our routine activities as possible. One of our big
achievements has been holding our seminars in an online mode. We
currently run three series
>>>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

P. K . MICHAEL THAR AKAN

T

his is a satisfying moment of communication with friends of
KCHR. The occasion itself is not very satisfying, with a severe
pandemic threatening the whole world. As historians, as persons
working in time - of past, present and future - we ought to know
that the world had survived similar crises in the past. We shall
overcome. But for that each one of us has to work to the best in our
own assigned areas, not only for ourselves but more for others. This
Newsletter is a limited testimony of what we in the KCHR, with the
help and cooperation of others, were doing in the immediate past.
The KCHR was promoted by the Government of Kerala as an
autonomous organization which is to act as a nodal agency for the
generation of historical research and its
>>>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Thinking History in
Pandemic Times
G. Arunima, Professor and Director, KCHR

T

here is something about living
through a pandemic of the ferocity
and proportion of Covid 19 that demands
a serious engagement with both the
task of the historian, and the question of
documenting the histories of our time.
It is obvious that no one, whether ill or
otherwise, can be impervious to the ravages
around us. Hard though it is, there is also
urgent need at the moment to not simply
write about, or respond in other ways to, the
pandemic but also to document, record and
archive this history of the contemporary.
Normally historians do not engage the
complex meanings of disease, pandemics
or otherwise, unless they are researching
the history of medicine. This is in spite of
the fact that an earlier pandemic, HIVAIDS, received worldwide attention (due
to its links to sexuality), and affected many
in different parts of the world. In India,
historians studying disease or medicine
have always constituted a tiny, sequestered,
group. Yet, right from the time the ‘novel
coronavirus’ began its extremely contagious
travel across the globe, we were reminded
of how central illness is to life. Unlike other
diseases, pandemics affect large numbers of
people at once, making its check extremely
challenging. From Wuhan, to South Asia,
across many parts of Africa, Europe and the
Americas, the exploding pandemic forced
us to see the links between disease, the
environment, economy, state institutions,
medical infrastructure, competing schools
and systems of cure and care, and an
avalanche of information thanks to the
internet, verified or otherwise, regarding
the pandemic. Certain images of this
time will always stay with us – of migrant
workers in India trudging across hundreds
of kilometers with their children and their
worldly possessions in their arms, of the
elderly dying almost continuously in parts
of Europe, making burials difficult, of bodies
wrapped in personal protective equipment
in the US being loaded into ambulances.
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More recently, painful images of people
gasping for oxygen, or bodies wrapped
and lined up in long neat lines in front of
crematoria have imprinted themselves on
our consciousness. As the human tragedy
unfolds, we are witness to heartrending
scenes of loss and bereavement.
And despite this, all across the world we
have also witnessed more life affirming
developments. ‘Locked down’ life has
created new socialities, new forms of caring,
sharing and connecting, and all manners
of creativity. Despite severe asymmetries
of access, the internet has opened up
many possibilities ranging from education;
political, academic and social engagements;
an increased number of podcasts on various
subjects including the environment and
climate change; fundraising; sharing critical
information; and creating helplines. That
aside, other forms of sharing have sprung
up that lighten the day – from recipes, to
music, dance and theatre. Support groups
for Covid survivors and their families have
sprung up over social media pages, heroic
deeds are performed by individuals and
groups reaching out with forms of concrete
care to those unknown to them, and people
have shared chronicles of their time spent
in isolation using words, visuals and aural
materials. These assertions of life and
humanity need documentation, as these too
are integral to these frightening times.
Scholars writing about earlier pandemics
have unpacked the ways in which the then
extant medical knowledge, governmental
response, and popular belief and healing
practices were all connected. They have
used sources ranging from government and
news reports, histories of town planning,
memoirs, novels, letters to visual information
like maps and photographs. Other than
giving us a sense of the enormity of past
pandemics, and ideas about bodies, disease
and medicine, they also give us an insight

into the ways in which contagion moved.
If the medieval plague could be tracked
back to the infected rats moving across
vast stretches of geography by boarding
ships, then the movement of the Spanish
‘flu could be tracked, to a large extent, to
soldiers returning from the First World War.
The present pandemic gives us a glimpse
into the ways in which food markets, air
travel, and multiple forms and contexts of
human contact seems to have permitted
the SARS CoV 2 virus to travel rapidly across
continents. So, a historian must not only
engage with the social, medical, economic
and emotional aspects of the pandemic,
but also make links between disease and
everyday life practices like travel, eating and
personal hygiene. Repeatedly, people writing
about their experience of living through this
time speak of a vacuum generated by the
absence of social life, and the importance of
physical touch. In dramatic contrast many,
especially women, have attested to an
escalation of domestic violence as families
are forced to be in continuous contact and
proximity. The vast amounts of material
on the lived reality of the pandemic pulls
us constantly in different directions, and a
concerned historian must be attentive to all
these realities. Any attempt at archiving the
details of this time must be sensitive to these
different registers of life, the small notes
alongside the bigger patterns.
That aside, Covid has forced many of us
to engage the centrality of the climate
emergency to our lives. Be it zoonotic viruses
like SARS CoV 2, fierce flooding or raging fires
in different parts of the planet, environmental
degradation in the Anthropocene has
exacerbated all manners of dangers. The
pandemic moment demands that we put to
use the skills we’re learning now – if not in
helping us reexamine many certainties of the
past, then at least to document intelligently
for the future. The survival of the histories of
our time depends on that.

KCHR PROJECT UPDATES

Flood, Archives
and Memories

T

he ‘Flood Archives and Memories’
project seeks to research the 2018
August Floods in Keralam through the
analysis of the memories of the people
who had experienced it. By archiving
and sharing the experience of the flood
survivors and rescuers, the project aims to
build ‘conversational narratives’ around
flood memories supplemented by archival

research. The project was formally
inaugurated by the Honourable Minister
for Higher Education, Dr. K.T. Jaleel on
6th August 2019. The KCHR Research
team has been engaged in archival
research, pilot surveys and interviews
and collaborative efforts with research
and academic institutions. Utilizing the
online possibilities befitting the pandemic

times, the team is currently focusing on
conducting interviews, training college
students for conducting fieldwork,
digitization of newspaper archives,
archival research on previous flood events
and working paper presentations to
discuss the progress of the research to a
wider audience.
Drawing: Eshana Ebrahim, Deja vu Arts
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‘Evolution of Kerala Society’,
a lecture series in Malayalam,
aimed at a student audience;
Research Seminars on different
aspects of History and Social
Sciences; and ‘Interventions’
– a series that brings in
distinguished academics to
engage with topical issues
from a scholarly perspective.
The success of these series of
lectures is evident from the fact
that we have a growing number
of dedicated listeners who
engage with these in a lively
fashion. Our experiments with
using digital tools creatively
have meant that we are now
recording and archiving these
lectures, thereby providing a
resource that can be utilized
by anyone around the world.
These lectures aside, we are

now in the process of acquiring
new and exciting digital archival
resources that can be used by
our library members, which we
hope to make available to them
anywhere in the world by adding
remote access features to our
library. Alongside there is a great
effort to build our e-resources,
so that KCHR’s community
of researchers will be able to
continue their work without any
hindrance in these extraordinary
times. We shall give you updates
of all these and other exciting
news in our newsletters. Keep
reading!

dissemination. With these
objectives in mind, the KCHR has
undertaken several projects such
as the Pattanam Archaeological
Research, Digitizing Kerala’s
Past, building KCHR’s Library
and Resource Centre, offering
fellowships and scholarships etc.
Over the immediate past, KCHR
has reformulated or continued
most of them. In Pattanam,
besides Post-Excavation Studies,
a School of Epigraphical Studies
has been launched that will offer
a certificate course in the Studies
of Old Scripts. The Site Museum
building is being built and it
will also contain the Children’s
Museum. An attempt to prepare
an account of the 2018 Floods
from accounts of people’s
memories is underway, and this
will add to our digital archives.

KCHR’s main preoccupation
will continue to promoting
research, presented through
Seminars, Webinars and Web
talks by scholars from different
backgrounds. They will be
backed also by our Publications
Division which will in addition
also republish select classics.
KCHR is working in collaboration
with colleges, local Government
institutions and academic
centres like the Institute for
Studies in the Heritage of Coastal
Kerala (ISHCK). Together we
hope to reach at a substantial
contribution to the world of
knowledge generation in this
part of the world.
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KCHR PROJECT UPDATES

Post Excavation Studies
of Pattanam Archaeology
Research
Rouletted ware

Stone Bead blanks
© KCHR 2014

0

0
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Study of Semi-Precious Stone Blanks
from Pattanam
Dineesh Krishnan, Office Assistant and Rachel A Varghese, Research
Officer, have initiated the study of semi-precious stone blanks from
the 2007-2015 excavations by the KCHR. The study will involve
detailed documentation of the blanks followed by an analytical
enquiry into their function, location within the production sequence
and the exchange networks of the period and comparative analysis.
The first phase of documentation has commenced recently.

A Comprehensive Study of Indian
Rouletted Ware and Other Associated
Fine Wares from 2007 Pattanam
Archaeological Excavation
Sarathchandra Babu, Research Assistant, has undertaken the study
of Indian Rouletted Ware (IRW) and associated fine ware at Pattanam
with an aim to build a ceramic catalogue for Pattanam with drawings
and interpretation of the types and forms from the site. The study
focuses on the 2007 season of excavations. Cataloguing is an
important step towards referencing, interpretation and comparison
of ceramics. In addition to cataloguing, fabric types and intra site
distribution are aspects that the study looks into.

Visuality, Cityscapes, Public History:
Ways of thinking Contemporary Kerala
This project aims to use the visual as a way
of studying Kerala’s contemporary public
history. It looks at a range of material, from
posters, billboards, statuary, wall writing
(including campaign material, and other
kinds of wall art, including graffiti and
painting), the use of flags, and public notices,
amongst others. Kerala is awash with visual
information, both in terms of images,
words, and material objects. These can be
found on streets, walls, shop fronts, traffic
islands, inside paddy fields, backs of autos,
buses, and trucks or in less obviously visible
spaces as outside, or immediately inside
places of work or worship. These vary from
advertising, political posters and signage,
shop front artwork, to notices to people
regarding appropriate sartorial modes to be
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Visuals from Thiruvananthapuram, 2021
Photo: G. Arunima

used in a place of work, or who is permitted
in a place of worship. These individually
and collectively provide us with a semiotic
system to study aesthetic, commercial and
political issues. Professor G. Arunima is the
Principal Investigator of this project.

Study of the Chola,
Chinese, and
Venad coins from
Thankasseri, Kollam
The coins in the possession of the KCHR from
the explorations at Thankasseri in Kollam
District during 2014, are being studied by
the Research Assistants, Hari shankar B. and
Sarathchandra Babu. The study attempts a
detailed documentation and metallurgical
study of the coins through XRF analysis.

Dredging at Thankassery, 2014,
Photo: Jishnu S. Chandran, KCHR

KCHR PATTANAM ACTIVITIES

School of
Epigraphical
Studies
K

CHR established the School of
Epigraphical Studies at Pattanam
Campus in North Paravur. Under the aegis
of the School, we are initiating a Certificate
Course in the Studies in Old Scripts from
2021 onwards. Our effort is to build a
team of scholars capable of reading the
documents available in the region written
in old scripts like Vattezhuth, Kolezhuthu,
Malayalam, Tamil, Grantha etc. We seek to
train students to understand the regional
practices, paleographical styles, types of
articulation, special signs and short forms
that characterize these documents.

The classes will be led by Professor M. R.
Raghava Varrier (Honorary Course Director)
and Professor Kesavan Veluthat (Honorary
Course Deputy Director). They are supported
by the Course Advisory Committee and the
Course Convenor (I/C), Mr. Sarathchandra
Babu, Research Assistant, KCHR. We have an
array of experts from different parts of the
country as guest faculty teaching the first
batch of 12 students over 64 weeks. Smart
Classroom and a specialized Library for the
course are arranged at Pattanam Campus.
The second wave of Covid 19 has forced
us to suspend the commencement of the
offline classes for the time being.

Academic
Inauguration of
the School of
Epigraphical Studies
The School of Epigraphical Studies was
inaugurated on 12th February 2021, at
Pattanam Campus by Dr. K.T. Jaleel, the
Honorable Minister for Higher Education,
Welfare of Minorities, Waqf and Hajj,
Government of Kerala. Professor
Dharmarajan P.K., the Honourable Vice
Chancellor, Sree Sankaracharya University
of Sanskrit, Kalady was the Guest of
Honour in the inaugural function presided
over by the Paravur MLA, Advocate V.D.
Satheeshan. Professor M. R. Raghava Varrier,
the Honorary Course Director elucidated
the scope and vision of the School and the
KCHR Chairperson, Professor P. K. Michael

Inauguration of School of Epigraphical Studies, KCHR Pattanam Campus, North Paravoor, Ernakulam, 2021
Photo: Jishnu S. Chandran

Tharakan invited support of the academia
and the general public in the activities
of KCHR. The function, well organized
following covid protocol, was welcomed by
Professor G. Arunima, the Director, KCHR
and the Research Officer, Rachel A. Varghese
expressed sincere thanks.
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KCHR PATTANAM ACTIVITIES

Pattanam Campus
Events
Visit of Former Indian Ambassador to Netherlands
at Pattanam Campus

S

ri. Venu Rajamony, Former Indian
Ambassador to Netherlands visited
Pattanam campus on 8th January 2021. The
KCHR Chairperson, Professor P.K Michael
Tharakan, Dr. Gopalakrishnan M.B, Registrar, Sree
Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit (SSUS),
Professor Kesavan Veluthat, Director, Institute for
Studies in the Heritage of Coastal Kerala (ISHCK)
were also present during the visit. The meeting
discussed the possibilities of conceptualizing

the unique initiative, Cosmos Malabaricus, a
proposed academic collaboration of the KCHR,
the Leiden University, the Directorate of National
Archives of Netherlands, the Sree Sankaracharya
University of Sanskrit and the Directorate of
Archives, Government of Kerala, intended to
shed light on Old Dutch documents pertaining
to the history of Kerala and the Dutch East India
Company.

During the Visit of Former Indian Ambassador to Netherlands at KCHR Pattanam Campus, 2021 Photo: Jishnu S. Chandran, 2021

SEMINAR

Scientific ways of restoration of oil paintings
of Raja Ravi Varma
Sri. M. Narayanan Namboodiri
Conservation Lab Consultant, Muziris Heritage Project
19th January 2021, KCHR Pattanam Campus.

T

he art restorer and artist, Sri. M.
Narayanan Namboodiri gave an
enlightening presentation on the scientific
ways of restoration of oil paintings of Raja
Ravi Varma in the seminar. The seminar
organized strictly in accordance with the
stipulations of the Government with regard
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to Covid 19 pandemic was presided over
by the Chairperson, Professor P.K. Michael
Tharakan and welcomed by Sarathchandra
Babu, Research Assistant, KCHR. T.R.
Sukumaran, Local Consultant, Pattanam
Campus, delivered the vote of thanks.

Before and after restoration of oil paintings of Raja Ravi
Varma Photo: M. Narayanan Namboodiri

KCHR LIBRARY

New Arrivals
in KCHR Library
India and the Pandemic: The First Year
Essays from The India Forum
Publisher: Orient Blackswan
Private Limited, 2021
ISBN : 9789354420092
Collection Type: General
Accession No.: 13192
Call No.: G 614.40904/ IND
Status: On Shelf

The Pandemic Century: A History of
Global Contagion from the Spanish Flu to
Covid-19
Author: Mark Honigsbaum
Publisher: Penguin Random House UK, 2019
ISBN – 9780753558287
Collection Type: General
Accession No.: 13106
Call No.: G 614.40904/ HON
Status: On Shelf

The Great Influenza: The Story of the
Deadliest Pandemic in History
Author: John M. Barry
Publisher: Penguin Random House UK, 2018
ISBN – 9781101200971
Collection Type: General
Accession No.: 13116
Call No. : G 614.51809041/BAR
Status: On Shelf

KCHR Library
Centres
Pattanam
Campus Library
KCHR Library &
Research Resource
Centre
Thiruvananthapuram
We have a well-stocked reference library and
resource centre at Thiruvananthapuram with
specialized collection of books on Kerala
History, Indian History, Historiography, South
Indian History, Archaeology, Architecture,
Caste and Cultural Studies, Gender Studies,
Political Science etc. In addition, library have
a good collection of primary sources such as
Gazetteer manuals, Administrative reports,
Census of India reports, Thesis reports etc.
Books of various genres donated by Professor
K. N. Panikkar, the founder Chairperson of
KCHR is shelved as a separate collection. The
collections donated by eminent economist,
Dr. I.S. Gulati and the Collected Works
of Mahatma Gandhi donated by Sri. K.G.
Sukumara Pillai, former Additional Secretary
(Finance), are valuable assets of the
library. We subscribe various national and
international journals, magazines and digital
resources on History, Archaeology and other
Social Science disciplines. We take sincere
efforts to purchase new arrivals to enrich our
collections.

We have initiated setting up a library at
Pattanam Campus. Presently we have an
array of around 148 archaeology books in
the shelves which come under the genre of
architecture, archeological methods and
techniques, maritime, heritage, civilization,
historiography, rock art, Sangam literature,
excavation reports etc. We have recently
begun purchasing to enrich the collection
with Epigraphy books.

KCHR Annexe Library
For the convenience of organizing KCHR
programmes, we have established an annexe
at Kesavadasapuram, Thiruvananthapuram.
Adjoined to this annexe, we have set up
a reference library and a reading room,
facilitating convenient user experience to
our library users. Reading room users have
access to our subscribed newspapers and
magazines. In addition, they can use the
facility for reading books they bring along
too. Dr. Naresh V. Padiyar, a renowned
dermatologist from Ernakulam, has
recently donated 99 books to the Library.
The collection includes books in history,
archaeology and literature. As our initiative
to create a women friendly public place,
we have set up a feeding room providing
comfortable facilities for young mothers and
kids.

Area in Focus @KCHR Library Local History

A

collection of local history documents
is valuable to a wide variety of library
users, particularly people who have
research interest in the history of places,
establishments, institutions, families etc.
We have a dedicated section in our library
for the books of this genre. Shelf has
around 140 books, well categorized for easy
accession. Keralathile sthala charithrangal:
Palakkad Jilla, Thrissur Jilla, Ernakulam

Jilla, Thiruvananthapuram Jilla by V.V.K.
Valath and the history of other districts such
as Kollam, Kozhikode, Alappuzha, Idukki
etc. enrich the shelf. Panchayat histories;
Institutional histories; Grandhavari such
as Niranam Grandhavari, Perumbadappu
Grandhavari, Perumanam Grandhavari,
Thiruppuliyoor Grandhavari, Thiruvalla
Grandhavari are some others worth
mentioning. Pradeshika charithra Rachana,

a handbook by K. N. Ganesh details how to
write the history of local places. KCHR has
a legacy of publishing the local history of
Vaniyankulam as Vaniyamkulam Panchayat
Vijnaneeyam in 2001.
The list of the books in Local History section
is available in our website (http://kchr.ac.in/
images/img/localhistorylist.pdf)
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BOOK REVIEW

The
Uninhabitable
Earth
LIFE AFTER WARMING
David Wallace -Wells
Penguin Random House UK, 2019 | ISBN 978-0141988870
Paperback : 336 pages | Price: Rs.599/Details of the Book in KCHR Library
Collection Type: General | Accession Number: 13169
Call Number: G 363.738 74/ WAL | Status: On Shelf

Hari Sankar B.

T

he Uninhabitable Earth- A story of the
Future, a book by David Wallace-Wells
speaks on climate change and how it will
transform the aspects of our lives in many
ways. The book starts with the phrase ‘it is
worse, much worse, than you think’, where
he wants the readers to understand the
sad reality of our present and future. Each
chapter of the book unpacks different issues
and their resultant effects that contribute
to global warming. He mentions that he is
not an expert in any of these matters, but he
wants to address these issues for the people
to understand. The people are not scared
and think global warming is a slow process
and affects the only Arctic region. On the
contrary, he argues that it is an issue created
by us all, not by certain people, and will have
an impact on everyone. If people don’t stop
activities affecting the earth, it will become
uninhabitable. He tries to make people
conscious about catastrophic results if the
temperature rises by a few degrees.
An aspect that he discusses is environmental
justice, demonstrating that the poor
people are much more affected by climate
change, and related issues, and the rich
are the one who are more responsible for
these problems. This is true in fact or the
sad reality. The developed countries are
exploiting the resources and contributing to
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global warming and other issues. They enjoy
the economic benefits from these problems
created whereas the third world countries
are badly affected by it. They are more prone
to natural disasters and other environmental
issues. Hunger related issues would rise on
a large scale if the rate of warming of the
planet continues at the current rate. The
production might decline. People are more
prone to disasters and many die due to
heat, storms and floods in many countries
and they seek asylum in other countries.
There arises the issue of refugees due to the
climate changes. The Syrian crisis due to
the civil wars which was inflamed by climate
change and drought and Rohingya refugees
are prime examples of this.
However, Wallace-Wells says that the future
can be changed if the present generation
works on it. The technologist has ideas
which seem to be like fantasies as Elon
Musk quotes ‘Technology will take care
of everything. If the Earth goes, we’ll just
live-in spaceships. We’ll have 3D printers
to print our food. We’ll be eating lab meat.
One cow will feed us all. We’ll just rearrange
atoms to create water or oxygen.’ These
ideas are not effective in addressing the
issue of global warming, as we cannot
escape into the world of virtual reality. We
know what will happen if we exploit all the

resources at a high pace. But why are they
not bothered about the catastrophe that
might happen? Instead, people are adapting
to the new normal. This, he quotes from
the words of a Governor in the US, where
the state was affected by storms. This term
can be connected to the floods in Kerala in
2018. The next year people were expecting
the flood and were ready to adapt to the
situation, which is the new normal.
Wallace-Wells has sketched beautifully the
issues affecting us such as wildfires, melting
of ice which leads to rise in water level,
fresh water which will be in high demand
in the near future, drought which not only
leads to crop failure but also affects the
quality of air we breathe (where the case of
Delhi being a good example), the plagues,
conflicts and wars, collapsing economies
etc. As he believes, all the issues started
with the industrialization process, but most
resources were exploited recently and it is
the fact. The use of fossil fuels increased and
still we are dependent on such resources.
These fuels have created most of the carbon
emission when burned. These carbon
emissions trap heat in the atmosphere and
lead to climate change. We all are looking
for economic prosperity and we are not
ready to compromise on economic growth.
We exploit the natural resources to the

BOOK REVIEW

Voices of
Dissent
AN ESSAY
Romila Thapar
Seagull Books, Calcutta. 2020 | ISBN : 978 - 0857428622
Hardcover 172 pages | Price: Rs.499/-

Rachel A. Varghese

H

ow the past becomes part of the
political projects of the present, has
been a persistent concern in Romila Thapar’s
writings over the decades. In Voices of
Dissent: An Essay published in 2020, Thapar
locates herself firmly (even physically at
the site of the anti CAA/NRC protests at
Shaheen Bagh) in the present, to explore
the intellectual and multifaceted history
of the idea of non-violent dissent. Dissent
in the pre-colonial times, she argues, was
dominantly expressed through the idiom
of religion. This is rarely marked in the
colonial and later understandings that
reformulated Hinduism as a less plural
and inflexible category. Thapar seeks to
make this absence visible, by marking the
presence of the Other. She takes up three
chronologically separated examples from the
region’s precolonial history -the Dasi-putra
brahmana, the Sramana, and the Bhakti

sant and the Sufi peer- groups that have
questioned what constituted the dominant
religions of the past. This allows to challenge
the idea that Dissent was an import to
India from the West. With nationalism, the
idiom of religion is seen to give way to that
of civil society, even as it continues to use
some of the older avenues in expression of
dissent, as she demonstrated through the
case of Sathyagraha. Search for seamless
continuities, authenticating singular events,
and attributing historicity to rigid and
monolithic notions of religion and region
have been the prevalent ways in which past
figures in the recent dominant political
discourses. Apart from historicizing the
central and transformative role of dissent
in civil society, Voices of Dissent offers a
methodological alternative of looking into
the past for continuity of ideas through a
focus on their multiplicity and change.
Romila Thapar

maximum extent, not thinking of the future
generations.
The book does not provide any solutions
to all problems, but it gives an insight into
what will happen in future if we are not
concerned by what is happening now. He

urges the readers, every common person,
to address the issue which is also a future
problem. Wallace-Wells has covered most
of the issues which are of significance in the
present as well as future but has kept silent
on the population explosion. Assigning the
task of solving the issues concerning the

habitation on this planet is not a future one,
but a task to be undertaken in the present
situation. The book ends with the lines ‘You
can choose your metaphor. You can’t choose
the planet, which is the only one any one of
us will ever call home’.
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WORKING PAPER PRESENTATION

Speaking in
Many Tongues
ARTICULATION OF VIOLENCE
IN POETRY WRIT TEN BY TAMIL
WOMEN IN SRI LANKA (1981-2009)
Dr. Aparna Eswaran
ICSSR Post-Doctoral Fellow
Centre for Women’s Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University
21st January, 2021, 03.00 PM in Google Meet

T

he context of the paper is the three-decade long
war in Sri Lanka fought over competing ethnic
nationalisms, which was a period of grave human
rights violations and of ‘unspeakable’ violence for
Tamil women. While there were severe limitations
in speaking out, women who lived through the
violence, inflicted on their bodies and souls, spoke
out in many tongues of pain and rage. Poetry was
an important mode of witnessing in this period of
surveillance and censorship where violence was in
many occasions a state condoned act to enforce
ethnic supremacy. Dr Aparna traces different
articulations of violence found in the poetry of Tamil
women written during the period 1980-2009 and
the tentative seeking of justice present in this act
of poetic witnessing. She looks at poetic texts that

PUBLICATIONS IN PIPELINE
Autobiography of Late Parukutty
Amma, freedom fighter and leader

of Indian National Congress compiled
by Dr. T.K Anandi, Gender Advisor,
Government of Kerala is in its final
stages of production. Parukutty Amma
narrates her life and experience during
the time of independence and after.
Being an activist and a leader of
Indian National Congress and Women
Congress Committee, she analyses
the culture of practicing politics of her
times in the book.
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Vamanapurathinte Pradeshika
Charithram, an extensive

documentation of local history
of Vamanapuram panchayat in
Thiruvananthapuram analyses the
history of people, places, occupation,
institution, culture, economy etc.
of Vamanapuram. The author, Sri.
Rajendran Niyathi did the research
work for history writing with the
research grant of KCHR.

Illustration from the cover page of the anthology of poems titled
“Sollatha Seithigal” edited by Sitralega Maunaguru, published by
the Women’s Study Circle, Jaffna.

make visible the sexual violence inflicted by the
Sri Lankan army as well as read poetry that puts
forward an articulation of the insidious acts of daily
violence found within homes, the difficulties inherent
in navigating public spaces and checkpoints, the
burden of expectations that the society had put on
women to be bearers of Tamil cultural purity and
the difficulties of holding in remembrance difficult
deaths and disappearances.
Dr. V. Padma (A. Mangai), Associate Professor (Retd),
Department of English, Stella Maris College, Chennai
was the discussant of the paper. She commented
that the paper bears witness to the nuanced
explorations of surviving and resistance being Tamil
during the war.

KCHR INTERVENTIONS

Scholarly
Reflections on
Contemporary
Issues

Commercialization of
Agriculture
IN THEORY, HISTORY AND
CONTEMPORARY INDIAN POLITICS

Professor Amit Bhaduri
Visiting Professor, Centre for
Multi- Disciplinary Development Research
(CMDR), Dharwad
08th February 2021, 04.00 PM
in Google Meet

Farm Laws, Dissent
and Democracy
SOME ISSUES FOR INDIA’ S
DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT
PARADIGM

Changing
Conceptions of
Citizenship in India

T

he scholastic talk by Professor Amit
Bhaduri on Commercialization
of Agriculture: In Theory, History and
Contemporary Indian Politics unpacked
the layered histories of the Indian agrarian
economy by exploring linkages between
land, labour, capital, informal economy,
markets and indebtedness. He noted
that this historical lesson has assumed
paramount importance in India in recent
times. The three farm laws rushed through
the parliament without consultation by
the central government in power intends
to commercialize the product market for
wheat and rice without any minimum
support price without dispute resolution
by civil laws over price. He added that the
two biggest industrial houses are waiting in
the wings as the market price will be settled
by the vastly asymmetric market power of
those large industrial houses as buyers and
individual farmers as sellers. He commented
that it is clearly a no-win situation for the
farmers, and the small farmers are afraid
of losing their land through indebtedness
and unviability of farming at low selling
price. He concluded that it is criminal irony
when democratically elected governments
decide to go down that path not even
for industrialization, but a special kind of
industrialization that is meant to benefit a
handful of industrialists and pauperize the
farmers.

Professor Atul Sood
Centre for the Study of the Regional
Development, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi
01st March 2021, 03.00 PM in Google Meet

S

cholarly Reflections on Farm Laws,
Dissent and Democracy: Some Issues
for India’s Democracy and Development
Paradigm by Professor Atul Sood revealed
the government’s agenda in the field of
Agriculture sector reforms for the last few
decades. He opined that it was not only the
farm acts, but also the Industrial Relations
Code, Code on Social Security, and the
Occupational Health, Safety, and Working
Conditions Code which were introduced
and passed in both houses of Parliament
in record time in September 2020 without
any discussion. The lecture opened up
the question of the ‘jugalbandi’ - the twin
strategy of reform and repression - between
the economic and the political and
discussed its implications for the changing
nature of the Indian State and the cracks in
the development paradigm.

Professor Partha
Chatterjee
Former Director, Centre for Studies in
Social Sciences, Kolkata and Professor of
Anthropology & Middle Eastern, South Asian
and African Studies, Columbia University,
New York.
12th April 2021, 03.00 PM in Google Meet

T

he talk on the topic Changing
Conceptions of Citizenship in India
by renowned political scientist and
anthropologist, Professor Partha Chatterjee
was a scholarly analysis on Citizenship
(Amendment) Act (CAA). He opined that it
was actually the constitution of 1950 that
created the concept of ‘Indian Citizenship’.
People of India actually played themselves
as citizens. i.e., people of 1950 gave
themselves the constitution. The speaker
explained the proposed legal justifications
for the exclusion of neighbouring countries
in the CAA. It became important in the
context not just of the Rohingya exodus
and now those fleeing the massacre in
Myanmar.
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WEBINAR

KCHR Webinar Series
Maariyattam

EXORCISING PANDEMIC IN
A RITUAL WAY

14

From Footnote to Text
PUBLISHING FEMINISM’ S
ALTERNATIVE KNOWLEDGES

16

Dr. Dinesan Vadakkiniyil
Assistant Professor, Govt. Arts & Science
College, Kasargod

Between Faith and State

COLONIAL PERSONAL LAWS IN 19TH
CENTURY BENGAL

13th January 2021, 03.00 PM

15

Feminist Publisher & Writer

T

he paper on Maariyattam : Exorcising
Pandemic in a Ritual Way by Dr. Dinesan
Vadakkiniyil discussed the myth of the
performing art, Maariyattam in the context
of pandemic realities. The two questions
that the talk addressed were, why does the
exorcism rite called Maariyattam, believed
to have originated sometime in the medieval
period in Malabar, continue in the present
despite the changes that happened in the
socio-political and economic order in the
last several centuries, and what reality does
it generate when this rite is invoked in the
present. The birth of Maariyattam, as the
myth says, was at a critical moment of the
outbreak of a pandemic, inscribed as maari,
that had the potential to ‘end the world’.
Experiencing the pandemic in the present,
the human community is increasingly
redrawing the horizon of human existence.
The paper claims that while performing
Maariyattam in the present, history and the
present, and myth and reality are brought
into conjecture. Looking at the kind of
experiences learned from it about the social
world, human relations we envisage, and
the ‘reality’ that the exorcism -Maariyattambrings forth in and through its rites, the talk
argue that, the demon’s occupation and
release of maari (death/pandemic) could be
a kind of totalitarianizing moment.
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Ritu Menon
18th March 2021, 03.00 PM

Professor Tanika Sarkar
Retired Professor in History,
Centre for Historical Studies, JNU
4th March 2021, 03.00 PM

P

rofessor Tanika Sarkar, in her
presentation on the topic, Between
Faith and State: Colonial Personal Laws in
19th Century Bengal described the structure
and conditions within which Colonial
Personal Laws operated in 19th century
Bengal and then underlined some of the
predicaments that courts faced when
they tried to apply them. Tanika Sarkar,
the author of several important works like
the Hindu Wife, Hindu Nation: Community,
Religion, Cultural Nationalism and Rebels,
Wives, Saints: Designing Selves and Nations in
Colonial Times concluded her talk with a few
episodes of widow immolations in
19th century Bengal in the light of the laws
and of the religious controversies that
framed them.

R

itu Menon, the co-founder of Kali for
Women, the India’s first feminist press
in 1984 presenting the paper on From
Footnote to Text: Publishing Feminism’s
Alternative Knowledges elucidated the
decades of the 1970s & 1980s which saw
the production of an extraordinary range of
material by feminists across the world that
transformed perspectives and radicalized
movements for women’s emancipation.
She explained how the tracts, pamphlets,
manifestos, resolutions and sundry
documents galvanized the creation of an
alternative knowledge about women has
changed the meaning of the political, as
well as the personal. She explained how
was this material made available and
disseminated, who were its authors and
where did it originate. She stated that the
convergence of the women’s movement, the
women in print movement, and the women’s
studies movement enabled the generation
of the kind of knowledge that emerged
organically from a practice that began with
the experiential, but grounded in the social
and political.

WEBINAR

www.kchr.ac.in/pages/172

|

www.youtube.com/KCHR_Archives

Conceptualizing Dalit
Historiography

Professor Gopal Guru

Intersectional Histories?

17

REFLECTIONS ON THE HISTORY OF
WORK FROM AN URBAN SLUM IN
KERALA

Editor, Economic and Political Weekly
& Former Professor, Centre for Political
Studies, JNU
16th April 2021, 03.00 PM

P

rofessor Gopal Guru, Former Professor,
Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal
Nehru University explored historiography as
a method that can be deployed to establish
the Dalit conceptual claim to take charge
of history and make it their own. The main
focus of the presentation was to work out the
possibility of Dalit historiography that could
be developed around four aspects. First, it
would foreground its conceptual validity
in the interrogation of the mainstream
historiography. Second, an attempt to
conceptualize Dalit historiography would
make it necessary to centrally factor in the
discursive moves that are aimed at offering
different interpretation of emancipatory
impulses that are available in Indian history.
Third, the Dalit historiography announces
its arrival by proposing new historical
thesis and making sound arguments that
sustain stipulative protocols in particular
regard to annihilation of caste. Finally,
Dalit historiography as the methodological
protocols does provide historical thesis as
proposed by Ambedkar. Quoting Ambedkar
from one of his historiographical speech in
1935, “I was born as Hindu, but will not die
as Hindu”, Gopal Guru argues that the new
historical thesis in Ambedkar’s ideas such as,
Dalits are part but they are part apart, they
are the broken men of history, has its roots
in the Ambedkar’s historiographical speech
itself.

19

Beyond Victimhood

LESS TOLD STORIES OF MALAYALI
DALIT WOMEN HEROES

18

Professor J. Devika
Centre for Development Studies
05th May 2021, 03.00 PM

Dr. Rekha Raj
Assistant Professor, School of Gandhian
Thought & Development Studies, Mahatma
Gandhi University
19th April 2021, 03.00 PM

F

ocusing on the fact that, Dalit women
are often underrepresented and their
struggles and achievements are overlooked
by both mainstream and alternate political
discourses, Dr. Rekha, Dalit and Feminist
thinker informed that amidst the diverse
symbolic and explicit oppressions and
exploitations which is the everyday reality
of dalit women throughout history, some
Malayali dalit women were able to create
their own path. The presentation discussed
their lives and how they negotiated and
confronted with everyday caste patriarchy in
their life period and how this signifies dalit
women politics in Kerala.

P

rofessor J. Devika explored the
intersection of spatial, caste, and gender
axes of power in shaping contemporary
inequalities in Kerala, through mixedmethod research in an urban slum in her
talk. She argued that relying largely on
qualitative data, it constructs a history of
work in the slum for lower caste men and
women against the backdrop of Kerala
politics from the 1940s until the present. She
noted that it examines the role of widening
gender gaps, the persistence of secularized
caste, and flagging working-class politics
and discourse in shaping contemporary
socio-economic exclusion in urban areas.
She argues that the new egalitarian politics
that contemporary challenges call for
demand a far closer understanding of the
forms of secularized caste and naturalized
gender as axes that shape inequalities in the
world of work, and not just in the spheres of
family, community, and class.
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WEBTALKS

tIcf
kaql¯nsâ
]cnWmaw
sI.kn.F¨v.BÀ {]`mjW ]c¼c

tI

cf Ncn{X¯nsâ hnImkhpw ]cnWm
ahpambn _Ôs¸« hnjb§Ä
Hm¬sse³ km[yXIÄ {]tbmP\s¸Sp¯ns¡mïv
lbÀ sk¡³Udn þ tImtfPv hnZymÀYnIfpsS
]T\¯n\v klmbIcamIp¶ Xc¯nÂ
NÀ¨sN¿pI F¶ e£yt¯msSbmWv sI.kn.
F¨v.BÀ Hm¬sse³ {]`mjW ]c¼c
Bcw`n¨Xv-. Ncn{X]T\¯nse D]Zm\§Ä,

KthjW§Ä, hnIk\ Ncn{Xw, Ncn{XIrXnIÄ,
AcnIphÂ¡cn¡s¸«hcpsSbpw sXmgnemfn
{]Øm\§fpsSbpw Ncn{Xw XpS§n tIcf
kaql¯nsâ ]cnWma Ncn{X¯nse sNdpXpw
hepXpamb GSpIÄ hnZymÀ°n kaql¯n\pw
Ncn{Xmt\zjIÀ¡pw KpWIcamIp¶ coXnbnÂ
NÀ¨sN¿phm\mWv sh_v tSm¡neqsS
Dt±in¡p¶Xv. tIcf¯nse {]apJ Ncn{XImcmWv-

hnhn[ hnjb§Ä Ahcn¸n¨psImïv sh_vtSm¡neqsS kwkmcn¡p¶Xv. hnjbmSnØm\¯nÂ
Nn«s¸Sp¯nb sh_v tSm¡pIÄ hnhn[
Hm¬sse³ kt¦X§fneqsS e`yamWv.
sh_v-tSm¡pIfpsS t¹ enÌv Xmsg \evInbn«pÅ
en¦nÂ e`yamWv.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL
4scSow7PIjvlxcBrHHJZ6_oKcE7PWKyo

tIcf¯nse
{]mNo\ en]nIÄ

kv{XoNcn{X \nÀ½nXnbpsS
coXnimkv{X§Ä

ImÀjnI hyhØbpsS
hym]\w: kmaqlyam\§Ä/
km¼¯nIam\§Ä

s{]m^kÀ Fw. BÀ. cmLh hmcyÀ

s{]m^kÀ jo_ sI. Fw.

s{]m^kÀ tIih³ shfp¯m«v

UbdÎÀ, ss]XrI ]0\ tI{µw

Ncn{X hn`mKw, {ioi¦cmNmcy kwkv-IrX
kÀhIemime

UbdÎÀ, C³Ìnäyq«v t^mÀ ÌUokv C³ Z
sldntäPv Hm^v tImÌÂ tIcf

2021 G{]nÂ 07

2021 amÀ¨v 24

2021 s^{_phcn 10 | 2021 s^{_phcn 15

Website and Youtube playlist link
Webtalks
http://kchr.ac.in/ml/pages/137
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIjvlxcBrHHJZ6_oKcE7PWKyo

Webinars
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/151/Webinars.html
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIjuIKzdDrZEI1Iyr95IiGCX0

Interventions
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/177/KCHR-Interventions.html
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIju2Xe7T2ieE9yXpvBSe1Q9_

Working Paper presentations
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/165/Working-Paper-Presentations.html
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIju7RUYDvG__IRU8tjMjeahW
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INTERVIEW

]«Ww HmÀabpw
PohnXhpw
Ncn{XhgnIfnÂ kpIpamc³ amjv
Bibitha K. R. | Sarathchandra Babu

kpIpamc³ amjv

]

«Ww F¶ {]tZiw Ncn{X{i²
BIÀjn¡p¶Xn\pw ]XnämïpIÄ¡v ap³]v
ChnsS Pohn¨phfÀ¶bmfmWsÃm amjv. F§s\
bmbncp¶p _mey¯nsâ HmÀaIfnÂ ]«Whpw
PohnXhpw?
_meyIme¯nÂ ]dªptI«Xpw IïdnªXpamb
HmÀaIfnÂ ]«W¯nsâ {]IrXn H¶p
thsdXs¶bmbncp¶p. Cu {]tZihpambn
CgpInt¨À¶p Pohn¨ A\p`h§fmWv Fsâ
HmÀabnepÅXv. {]mYanI ]T\¯n\mbn ASp¯pÅ
]pXnbImhv kv-IqfnÂ t]mbn¯pS§nbImew
apXÂ ]«Ww F¶ {]tZis¯¡pdn¨pÅ [mcmfw
HmÀ½IÄ F\n¡pïv. Ip«n¡me¯v A½p½bpw
aäpw ]«sW¯¡pdn¨p ]dªXpw HmÀ½bnÂ
X§n\nÂ¡p¶p. apXnÀ¶t¸mÄ H¶c IntemaoäÀ
AIsebpÅ hS¡³ ]dhqÀ N´bnte¡pw
sslkv-Iqfnte¡pw kn\na Xntbädnte¡p
sams¡bpÅ bm{X C¯n]d¼v ]«WwIhe
hgnbmbncp¶p. N´bnÂ \n¶v km[\§fpw hoSp\n
À½mWkma{KnIfpw aäpw sImïph¶ncp¶ [mcmfw
h©nIfpw Ahbv¡v k©cn¡m\pÅ henb
tXmSpIfpw sNdptXmSpIfpw \ndªXmbncp¶p
A¶s¯ ]«Ww. N´bnÂ \n¶p km[\§Ä
hm§n h©nbnemWv hoSn\Sp¯phsc h¶ncp¶Xv.
sNdptXmSpIÄ¡p apIfnembn sX§nsâbpw
Ihp§nsâbpw ]mfnbnÂ XoÀ¯ ]me§fpw
AXnÂ Ibdn A¸pdan¸pdw IS¶Xpw ckIcamb
HmÀ½IfmWv. \mfntIcIrjnbpw IbÀ]ncn¨p aäp
{]tZi§fnte¡v F¯n¡epambncp¶p A¶s¯
{][m\sXmgnÂ. {]fbw amänadn¨ Hcp {]IrXnbmWv
]«W¯ntâXv. hÀjwtXmdpapÅ shÅs]m¡w
\mSns\ I\¯tXmXnÂ _m[n¨ncp¶p. ]pXnbImhv
A¼e¯nsâ Du«p]pcbpsS ]pdInÂ
1924þse shÅs¸m¡¯nsâ ASbmfw
tcJs¸Sp¯nbn«pÅXv Ct¸mgpw ImWmw.

{]fbw AXnPohn¨ tijn¸pIfmWsÃm Ncn{Xmt\z
jIsc ]«Wt¯s¡¯n¨Xv. AXv Ncn{Xmt\z
jW¯nepw tIcf Ncn{X KthjW Iu¬knensâ
{]hÀ¯\§fnepÅ Xmev]cyhpambn amdnbsX§s\
bmWv ?
AsX, ]d¼pIÄ Inf¡p¶Xpw XSsaSp¡p¶Xpw
ChnSps¯ {][m\ `qkwc£W {]hÀ¯\
ambncp¶p. ags]bvXp Ignbpt¼mÄ sX§nsâ
XS¯nepw a¬Iq\Ifnepw kqcy{]Imitaäv
Xnf§p¶ ap¯pIÄ Ip«nIÄ s]dp¡n h¡pI
]Xnhmbncp¶p. BXnc F¶ Ip«nbpsS ]¡epw
Fsâ _Ôphmb tUmÎÀ IrjvWIpamdnsâ
ktlmZcn DjmtZhnbpsS ]¡epw Ct¸mgpw CXnsâ
tiJc§fpïv. Ah shdpw IuXpI¯n\p
thïn kq£n¨ncp¶XmsW¦nepw hfsc aqeyapÅ
IÃpap¯pIÄ BsW¶v ]«W¯p\S¶ ]T\
KthjW {]hÀ¯§fpsS `mKambXn\p tijamWv
F\n¡v t_m[yambXv.
_n.FUv ]T\¯n\ptijw ktlmZc³ sat½mdnbÂ
sslkv-IqfnÂ A[ym]I\mbn tPmen Bcw`n¨p.
AtXmsSm¸w sXm«bÂ]¡s¯ Ip«nIÄ¡mbn
kzImcy A[ym]\hpw \S¯nbncp¶p. A¡me¯v
hnZymÀ°nIfpsS Iq«¯nÂ C¶v F³Pn\obdnMv
]T\¯n\ptijw ]me¡mSpÅ 'ssa{Xn' F¶
F³.Pn.H bpambn _Ôs¸«p {]hÀ¯n¡p¶
hnt\mZv F¶ Ncn{XIpXpInbmb Ip«nbpw
Dïmbncp¶p. 2004se Hcp Xohïnbm{XbnÂ
hnt\mZpw tUm. sI.]n. jmP\pw Dïmbncp¶p.
]cnNbs¸Sen\nsS s]cnbmdnsâ hS¡³
Xoc§Ä¡pÅ `qanimkv{X]chpw Ncn{X]chpamb
{]m[m\ys¯¡pdn¨pw kwLImeIrXnIfnse kqN\
Isf¡pdn¨pw tIcfXoc¯n\pïm bncp¶ C´y³
Hmjy³ _Ô§sf¡pdn¨pw NÀ¨sN¿pIbpïmbn.
AXv ]n¶oSv hnt\mZns\ hoSnsâ ASp¡fbv¡p
kao]apÅ Hcp Øew sXcsªSp¯p ]cntim[\
\S¯p¶XnÂ Iemin¨p. Xr¸qWn¯pdbnse
sldntäPv ÌUoknÂ {]hÀ¯n¨ncp¶ tUmÎÀ
skÂhIpamdpw Cu {]hÀ¯\§fnÂ
`mKambtXmSpIqSn Imcy§Ä k{Inbambn apt¶m«p
t]mhpIbpw sNbvXp. Rm\pw AhnsS hnt\mZnsâ
Bhiy{]Imcw sN¶ncp¶p. GXmïv cïv aoäÀ
Xmsg F¯nbt¸mÄ CãnI sImïpÅ Hcp
`n¯nbpw, ]¨\nd¯nepÅ a¬]m{XIjvW§fpw,

|

Interviewed by
Sreelatha Damodaran

aäp hnhn[Xc¯nepÅ a¬]m{XIjvW§fpw
In«n. IuXpI¯nsâ t]cnepw, B {]tZis¯
ho«pImscms¡ F\n¡p ]cnNnXcmbXn\mepw
Rm\pw AXnÂ ]¦ptNÀ¶p. AhnSp¶p
e`n¡p¶ hkvXp¡sfms¡ Ncn{X]cambn
hfsc hnes¸«Xms¶¶v tUmÎÀ jmP\mWv
t_m[ys¸Sp¯n¯¶Xv.
sI.kn.F¨v.BÀ kwLSn¸n¨ ]T\KthjW {]h
¯\§sf ]«Ww \nhmknIÄ F§s\bmWv
kzoIcn¨Xv. {]XnkÔnIÄ adnIS¡p¶Xn\pw P\
Iob Ncn{Xt_m[¯nte¡p ]«W\nhmknIsf cq]
s¸Sp¯m\pw Ignªn«ptïm?
]T\]cythjW§fpsS BZyImeL«§fnÂ
s]mXpP\§Ä klIcn¨ncp¶p. UbdÎdmbncp¶
tUm. ]n.sP. sNdnbm³ s]mXpP\§fpambn
kulrZw ]peÀ¯phm\pw ]T\¯nsâ {]m[m\yw
Adnbn¡phm\pw {ian¨ncp¶p. F¶mÂ Øew
GsäSp¡psa¶ `b¯nsâ t]cnÂ 2008 apXÂ
FXnÀ¸pIÄ DSseSp¯pXpS§n. At¸mgpw P\
hmkanÃmsX HgnªpInS¶ ]d¼pIfnÂ ]T\
KthjW {]hÀ¯\§Ä XpSÀ¶psImïncp¶p.
KthjIÀ¡v XmÂ¡menI Xmak¯n\pt]mepw
hoSpIn«msX _p²nap«nembn. A¯csamcp
kµÀ`¯nÂ Fsâ {iaw t]mepw Nne cm{ãobt\
Xm¡Ä hne¡pIbpïmbn. Øew shdpsX
GsäSp¡pIbsÃ¶pw amÀ¡äv hnetb¡mÄ
IqSpXÂ e`n¡psa¶padnªt¸mÄ Nn{Xw amdn.
\nch[nt]À Øehpw hoSpw X¶pXpS§n.
kao]\¯nepw amäapïmbn.
2004þ\p tijw\S¶ ]T\ DXvJ\\ {]hÀ¯\
IfnÂ amjv `mK`m¡mbncp¶tÃm. sI.kn.F¨v.
Bdpamb tNÀ¶pÅ {]hÀ¯\§Ä Cu hnjb¯nÂ
Hcp ]pXnb Znimt_m[w Dïm¡nsbSp¡m³
klmbIcambn ImWpatÃm?
XoÀ¨bmbpw. 2004þse ]T\KthjW {]hÀ¯
§Ä¡ptijw B {]tZiw apgph³ kÀtÆ
\S¯phm³ sI.kn.F¨v.BÀ Xocpam\n¨p. 2007
apXemWv sI.kn.F¨v.Bdnsâ t\XrXz¯nÂ
DXvJ\\ KthjW {]hÀ¯\§Ä \S¶Xv. 2004
se ]T\KthjW {]hÀ¯§Ä¡v `mKambXn\p
tijw In«p¶ Ahkc§fnseÃmw XdhmSphoSn\p
NpäpapÅ ]d¼pIfnÂ hoSp]WnbpIbpw
>>>>CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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UPCOMING PROGRAMME

Eff ective Academic Writing
Early Career Researcher
Skills Development
Workshop 2021
6-9, December 2021

K

CHR in collaboration with the British Academy (UK)
and the University of Edinburgh plan a three-day
workshop to offer training in developing research grant
applications and publications in any discipline within
the arts, humanities and social sciences. The early career
researchers based in Kerala and the other parts of India is
expected to benefit the workshop. The virtual workshop
scheduled to be held during 6th – 9th December 2021,
will be led by an international team of researchers,
authors, and editors of key South Asia journals and book
series. The network with the national and international
professionals will provide participants the opportunities
to further their publishing profile and academic career.

Website and youtube
playlist link
KCHR Upcoming programs
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/172/Upcoming-Programs-2021.html
KCHR Seminar Series
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/133/KCHR-Seminar-Series.html
Youtube playlist: https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIjt-K3jeGKuUpy0KwD2Ip1bP
Public Lectures
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/176/Public-Lectures.html
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4scSow7
PIjvDX0xiRqbyy34gI-T09mqZ
Public Talks
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/174/Public-Talks.html
Youtube playlist : https://www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL4scSow7PIjs8q3IUQUF2hNQGdB7kAK3N
e-Gazetteers
http://kchr.ac.in/pages/142/e-Gazetteers.html

>>>>CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

]«Ww HmÀabpw PohnXhpw
Our Social Media Platforms
www.facebook.com/KCHRTvm

www.twitter.com/kchr_Research

www.youtube.com/KCHR_Archives

To get regular updates of our programs, please join our email/
whatsapp group. To join please write to kchrdkp@gmail.com

KC
HR

KERALA
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InWÀIpgn¡pIbpw sN¿p¶ Øe§fnepw kµÀin¨v FÃmhtcmSpw
Bibhn\nabw \S¯pIbpw sNbvXncp¶p. sI.kn.F¨v.Bdnsâ t\XrXz¯nÂ
KthjW{]hÀ¯\§Ä \S¡pt¼mÄ kabw A\phZn¡pt¼msfms¡ XmÂ]
cy]qÀÆw ]s¦Sp¯nbncp¶p. a®n\SnbnÂ \n¶pw e`n¨ h©nbpw IShpw aäpw
ImWphm³ F\n¡v Ahkcw In«nbn«pïv. tIcf¯nse Ncn{X`q]S¯nÂ
AÀlamb CSw Fsâ \mSn\pw e`n¡Wsa¶pw Hcp]s£ CXnt\¡mÄ
sXfnhpIÄ e`yamIp¶psh¦nÂ IqSpXÂ sXfnabpÅ Ncn{X]T\§fnte¡v
Ah hgnsXfn¡s« F¶pw BßmÀ°ambn B{Kln¡p¶p.
]«W¯nsâ ]T\ KthjW {]hÀ¯§fnÂ amjv Ct¸mgpw kPohamWtÃm
AtÃ?
AsX, ]«W¯v Rm³ Dïv . sI.kn.F¨v.Bdpambn klIcn¨p Imcy§Ä
sN¿p¶p. ]«Ww ]²XnbpsS {]mtZinI Dt]tZãmsh¶\nebnepw
{]tZihmknsb¶ \nebnepw {]hÀ¯\§fpsS `mKsa¶ \nebv¡pw IqSpXÂ
imk{Xob At\zj§Ä¡p ]«Ws¯ kÖam¡m\pÅ {ia§Ä \S¡p¶p.
tIcf¯nsâ Ncn{X¯n\v IqSpXÂ DÄImgvNIÄ \ÂIm³ ]«Ws¯ ]T\
§Ä¡p Ignbpsa¶v {]Xn£n¡p¶p.
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